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Abstract
The introduction of conversational systems
have made synthesized speech technologies
common tools for daily activities. However,
not all synthetic speech systems are designed
with the needs of people with disabilities in
mind. This paper describes a study in which
198 people – 80 participants with self-reported
disabilities and 118 participants without – were
recruited to listen to navigation instructions
from a spoken dialogue system with different
prosodic features. Results showed that slowing
down speech rate aids in participants’ number
recall, but not in noun recall. From our re-
sults, we provide suggestions for developers
for building accessible synthetic speech sys-
tems.

1 Introduction

The introduction of conversational systems such
as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa have made
synthesized speech technologies common tools for
daily activities. However, people with disabili-
ties still struggle to interact with synthetic speech
systems (Vieira et al., 2022). On the NLP side,
current work in accessibility focuses on enhancing
system or model functionality. Examples include
finding appropriate data to train deep learning mod-
els that can be tailored to people with disabili-
ties (Yaneva et al., 2017), or examining negative
language model biases against disabilities (Venkit
et al., 2022). Yet, user evaluation of these models
deployed in systems are limited. On the other hand,
past work in HCI and speech systems have noted
the importance of using appropriate prosody to
achieve better user understanding and recall of the
system outputs. (Duffy and Pisoni, 1992; Mirenda
and Beukelman, 1987; Paris et al., 2000; Wester
et al., 2016; Rodero, 2017). To tie together per-
spectives from both NLP and HCI, we conducted

a study in which user recall of instructions from
an existing spoken dialogue system was evaluated
in order to (1) determine what speech features are
most beneficial for user recall of information, and
(2) decide on future features to implement in the
system. We recruited 198 people (with and with-
out disabilities) and asked them to recall informa-
tion under speech conditions which had either (1)
slowed down speech or (2) pauses before keywords
in the instruction. Furthermore, we grounded our
study to the realm of understanding navigation in-
structions, which is a challenging setting because it
requires users to remember exact numeric entities
(e.g., departure times, building numbers) and noun
entities (e.g., unfamiliar street names) in order to
navigate effectively.

Our results showed that across all participants
(with and without disabilities), slowing down
speech rate aided in recalling numeric entities, even
as the number of numeric entities in an instruction
increased, but was less effective for noun entity
recall. Furthermore, in speech conditions where
breaks were inserted before numeric and noun enti-
ties, participants in general had lower performance
in information recall. Our findings suggest that
developers may be able to make adjustments that
promote overall accessibly. In addition, appropri-
ate cues for different types of information (i.e.,
numeric vs. noun) should be considered.

2 Related Work

Appropriate prosody in synthetic speech systems
is important since synthetic speech often lacks nat-
ural cues and pacing found in human voices. Previ-
ous works have shown that inappropriate or absent
prosodic cues led to large performance gaps in re-
call tasks from natural and synthetic speech (Paris
et al., 2000), and that human voices were preferred
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over synthetic voices as task complexity increases
(Rodero, 2017). On the other hand, appropriate
prosodic cues can improve peoples’ abilities to dis-
ambiguate information – for example, distinguish-
ing between similar spoken mathematical expres-
sions (Gellenbeck and Stefik, 2009). Furthermore,
adding appropriate prosodic cues can decrease per-
formance gaps between different age groups in
understanding speech (Stine and Wingfield, 1987;
Wingfield et al., 1992; Langner and Black, 2005;
Wolters et al., 2007; Roring et al., 2007). Some
existing NLP systems have taken this information
into account. For instance, CMU GetGoing (Mehri
et al., 2019) is a trip-planning dialogue that in-
troduced attention-grabbing prefixes and allowed
“barge-in" to provide easier interaction for seniors.
However, many modern spoken dialogue systems
still fail to capture nuances of interaction for people
with disabilities (Vieira et al., 2022). While pre-
vious work such as Koul (2003) showed that syn-
thetic speech comprehension among people with
disabilities were influenced by the complexity of
task and acoustic-phonetic features, our study dif-
fers from previous work in that we grounded our
study in a trip-planning task. This task is challeng-
ing to users (i.e., recalling unfamiliar street names),
yet is important for independent daily travel, es-
pecially for people who are dependent on public
transit.

3 Overview

To analyze the effects of speech prosody on infor-
mation retention, we recruited participants with
108 and without self-reported disabilities to listen
to 109 audio clips containing navigation instruc-
tions. The outline of our paper is as follows: in
Section 4 we describe the audio clip collection pro-
cess for the study. In Section 5 we explain the
study design and participant recruitment. Finally,
in Sections 6, 7 and 8 we provide study results and
further discussion.

4 Audio Clips Collection

Audio clips were collected from GetGoing, a spo-
ken dialog system that provides step-by-step navi-
gation instructions to aid senior users in trip plan-
ning. GetGoing was previously deployed in South-
western Pennsylvania and could be accessed by
users through telephone. It follows a traditional

pipeline dialog system architecture with natural
language understanding and speech modules. No-
tably, the system uses Google Maps API1 to curate
sets of directions between two locations. Further-
more, the system uses Vonage’s text-to-speech API
2 to output synthesized speech to the user.

The audio clips collection process involved three
stages. In the first stage, GetGoing was used to
generate navigation instructions using random start
and end destination points around Southwestern
Pennsylvania. In the second stage, a subset of the
generated instructions was selected according to
two information parameters defined in Section 4.1
to ensure our instruction set was well-balanced.
This resulted in 48 unique instructions. In the third
stage, speech conditions (described in Section 4.2)
were created by either slowing down the speech or
inserting breaks before keywords using the Vonage
API. We recorded the speech output of GetGoing
for each of the 48 instructions under each condition,
and ended up with a total of 192 audio clips.

4.1 Navigation Instruction Parameters

To ensure the curation of a balanced set of naviga-
tion instructions from GetGoing, we defined each
instruction by two information parameters. The
first parameter is the number of nouns entities in
an instruction. Noun entities included street and
building names (e.g., “Frew St", “UPMC Presby").
The second parameter is the number of numeric en-
tities in an instruction. Numeric entities included
any word that contained a number (e.g., “9:30pm",

“7th Street"). Certain items in an instruction were
counted as both a noun entity and numeric entity.
For instance, in the instruction “Take the bus to Lib-
erty avenue and 7th Street.", the name “7th Street"
was counted as a noun entity and numeric entity.
We used noun and numeric entities as information
parameters for two reasons. First, when navigating
it is important to remember names, streets, and
times. Second, our instructions are not multi-step
and do not contain any other major pieces of infor-
mation.

Next, we defined eight unique parameter com-
binations, or groups, which are listed in Table 1.
Each parameter group contained 1-2 noun enti-

1https://developers.google.com/maps/
documentation/

2https://www.vonage.com/developer-center/
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Group Numeric Noun Words
Entities Entities mean sd

1 3 2 17.3 3.6
2 2 2 18.7 3.6
3 1 2 19.2 3.9
4 0 2 14.2 3.6
5 3 1 16.2 3.4
6 2 1 15.8 3.0
7 1 1 11.8 2.5
8 0 1 11.3 2.4

Table 1: Navigation instruction parameter groups. Each
group contains a set number of noun and numeric enti-
ties per instruction. The average number of words per
instruction in each group is listed on the right column.

ties and 0-3 numeric entities. For each parame-
ter group, six instructions were randomly selected
from the inital set of instructions collected from
GetGoing, resulting 48 unique instructions. Ta-
ble 7 in the Appendix lists all instructions and their
parameter values.

4.2 Audio Clip Conditions

Using Vonage’s text-to-speech API, we created
four speech conditions:

1. Default: The default Vonage API voice.

2. Default-slow: The Vonage API voice with
the speech rate set to “slow".

3. Break-short: The default Vonage API voice
with a 5ms break before every noun and nu-
meric entity.

4. Break-long: The default Vonage API voice
with a 15ms break before every noun and nu-
meric entity.

We selected these conditions since previous
work has shown that inserting pauses can aid
in speech understanding, especially for seniors
(Langner and Black, 2005; Wolters et al., 2007).
While other prosodic cues and its effects on infor-
mation retention can be explored, we decided to
focus on these four conditions for the scope of our
experiments.

We applied each of the four conditions to each of
the 48 instructions to create 192 audio clips. Table
2 shows the duration of clips according to each
condition. Clips in the Default condition had the

Condition Clip Duration (s)
mean sd

Default 7.6 1.9
Default-slow 8.8 2.0
Break-short 7.8 1.9
Break-long 8.0 2.0

Table 2: Average audio clip lengths within the four
speech conditions.

shortest average duration, while clips in Default-
slow had the longest average duration.

5 Study Design

In this section, we describe the study design, pro-
cedure, and participants. All participants were re-
cruited on Prolific.co. From there, they were di-
rected to a Qualtrics page to consent to the study.
After consenting, participants were redirected to
a website to do the tasks. An example of the task
interface is provided in Figure 4 in the Appendix.
Each participant listened to 24 audio clips and en-
tered what they heard in a text box on the website.
Participants listened to six clips from each of the
four conditions. Each of these six clips were ran-
domly sampled from instructions from different
parameter groups. All clips were presented to the
participant in random order, and the website pre-
vented participants from listening to the clip more
than once in order to test recall. Once the partici-
pants finished the tasks, they were redirected back
the the Qualtrics page where they answered a short
questionnaire, which is included in Table 6 in the
Appendix.

5.1 Participants
We recruited 198 adult participants from the U.S.
through Prolific.co (two additional participants did
not complete the study). The participants ages
ranged from 18 to 78 years (mean = 37.3, sd =
14.3), and the age breakdown is shown Table 4.
The participants reported their genders as follows:
105 participants self-identified as female and 82
as male, 10 as other genders, and 1 did not dis-
close their gender. The majority of participants
reported English as their native language (n = 192).
Furthermore, the majority of participants reported
that they used a computer daily on a scale from “1
(Never)" to “7 (Often - daily)" (mean = 6.85, sd =
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Self-Reported Participants
Disabilities (n=198)

cognitive disability 12
communicative disability 3

dexterity disability 9
hearing impairment 13

mental disability 39
mobility disability 17
vision impairment 23

other 8
none 118

Table 3: Participants’ self-reported disabilities. Some
participants have multiple self-reported disabilities

Age Group Participants
(n=198)

18-24 35
25-34 70
35-44 41
45-54 21
55-64 19
65+ 12

Table 4: Participants’ ages.

0.51, min = 4, max = 7) and occasionally used a
voice assistant (mean = 3.58, sd = 2.09, min = 1,
max =7).

We used filters from Prolific.co to recruit par-
ticipants with and without disabilities. We first
recruited 98 participants without any selection cri-
teria. We then used five different Prolific filters
to recruit people with varying disabilities. More
specifically, we recruited participants who indi-
cated they have (1) vision, (2) hearing, (3) mobility,
(4) chronic conditions, and (5) cognitive disabili-
ties on Prolific. Twenty participants were recruited
using each filter. In addition, we asked participants
to self-report any disabilities during the post-study
questionnaire (shown in Table 6 in the Appendix)
to handle discrepancies and ambiguity from the
Prolific filter categories. The breakdown of partici-
pant self-reported disabilities is reported in Table 3.

6 Results

We grouped participants in two categories: those
who had self-reported disabilities and those who

did not, and analyzed recall of noun and numeric
entities across the four speech conditions. While
it is possible to examine the subgroups of self-
reported disabilities individually (e.g., all partici-
pants with a mobility disability), we avoided this
since the subgroups are imbalanced with respect
to the number of participants. In addition many
participants reported more than one disability.

6.1 Noun Retention Accuracy

Annotations for nouns were done manually, and
each noun was assigned as “correct" or “incor-
rect" by phonetic similarity since participants tran-
scribed text from audio. For example, “Knight St"
was considered to be the same as “Nite Street".
Figure 1 shows the results.

In clips with one noun, little difference in noun
accuracy (averaged across all conditions) was ob-
served among people with self-reported disabilities
(mean = 94.27) and those without (mean = 90.61.
In clips with two nouns, the noun accuracy dropped
in both groups, but the difference still remained
small between people with self-reported disabili-
ties (mean = 46.35) and those without (mean =
43.08). Large changes were not observed in noun
accuracy across different conditions among both
groups.

6.2 Number Retention Accuracy

In clips with one number, little difference in num-
ber accuracy (averaged across all conditions) was
observed between people with self-reported dis-
abilities (mean = 79.38) and those without (mean
= 78.25). In clips with two numbers, the number
accuracy dropped in both groups. However, there
was greater decrease in performance for people
with self-reported disabilities (mean = 36.46) than
those without (mean = 43.08). In clips with three
numbers, little difference was observed in the num-
ber accuracy between people with self-reported dis-
abilities (mean = 34.17) and those without (mean
= 35.03).

Unlike noun accuracy, differences in number
accuracy were noticeable across conditions. For
instructions with ≥ 2 numbers, participants (those
with and without self-reported disabilities) in gen-
eral performed the highest in number recall the
default-slow. Meanwhile participants performed
the worst in break-short, followed by break-long.
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Figure 1: Noun and number recall accuracy of participants across conditions. The x-axis reflects the number of
noun entities and numeric entities in a clip.

Notably, default-slow was the only condition which
obtained higher accuracy than default, which sug-
gested an overall slower speech rate was more ben-
eficial in number recall than inserted pauses before
numeric information.

7 Further Analysis

7.1 Parameter Lengths

Since the content of the information parameters
values can differ – for instance, recalling a short
and common street name (e.g., “Main St") versus
a long street name (e.g., “Presto-Sygan Rd") – we
further analyzed participants’ retention across dif-
ferent conditions with respect noun and number
lengths.

7.1.1 Noun Length
To evaluate noun recall with respect to its length
(i.e., the number of characters in a noun) we used
a finer resolution metric: first, given the partici-
pant’s transcription, t̂, and the true transcription,
t, we applied Metaphone (Philips, 1990) which
converted the transcriptions to standardized string
representations of its English pronunciations. Us-
ing these representations, m̂← Metaphone(t̂) and
m ← Metaphone(t), we then measured noun re-
tention by taking the Levenshtein distance between
m̂ and m. Figure 3 shows the results. Little differ-
ence in noun retention was seen between the condi-

tions even as noun length increased across all par-
ticipants. Furthermore, little difference in perfor-
mance was noticed between participants with and
without self-reported disabilities as noun length
increased. However, noun retention rapidly de-
creased starting from nouns with ≥ 16 characters
(Figure 3). This suggested that very long nouns
should be kept to a minimum in order to help users
retain information.

7.1.2 Number Length
Figure 2 shows number accuracy across different
conditions as number length – the number of digits
in a number – increased. Across all participants,
number recall was highest in the default-slow con-
dition as number length increased for both partici-
pants with and without self-reported disabilities. In
addition, default-slow was also the only condition
that had higher number accuracy than the default
condition.

7.2 Retention by Age Group
Since our study was motivated by previous work
in improving accessibility in dialogue system for
seniors, we examined the effects of the four condi-
tions on all participants with respect to their ages.
As shown in Table 5, the participants’ noun recall
(averaged across all conditions) decreased slightly
as age increased: from mean acc = 68.0 for par-
ticipants aged 25-35 to mean acc = 65.3 for par-
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Figure 2: Retention accuracy of participants as the number of digits in a number increases.

Figure 3: Participants’ recall as proper noun length increase. Proper noun recall is measured by Levenshtein
distance between the Metaphone (Philips, 1990) representation of the user responses (a higher value indicates lower
performance).

Age Noun Acc. Number Acc.
mean sd mean sd

18-24 69.0 46.3 47.5 49.9
25-34 68.0 46.7 52.4 49.9
35-44 68.1 46.6 52.8 49.9
45-54 63.7 48.1 48.0 50.0
55-64 65.3 47.6 44.4 49.7
65+ 65.5 47.5 42.1 49.4

Table 5: Noun and number accuracy by age group (av-
eraged across all condition)

ticipants aged 65+. As shown in Figure 5 in the
Appendix, when one noun was present in a clip,
were no large changes in performance across age
groups among the different conditions. However,
when two nouns were present, performance fluctu-
ated in different conditions as age increased.

Unlike noun recall, performance in number re-
call noticeably decayed as age increased: from
mean acc = 52.4 for participants aged 25-35 to
mean acc = 42.1 for participants aged 65+ as

shown in Table 5. Figure 5, shows when one
number was present in a clip, participants’ per-
formance in the conditions were similar in younger
age groups, but differed in older age groups. No-
tably, when there were ≥ 2 numbers in an instruc-
tion, performance in default-slow was often bet-
ter than the other conditions (similar to results
in Section 6.2). These findings supported pre-
vious work which showed that slower speech is
preferred among older populations (Langner and
Black, 2005; Wolters et al., 2007; Mehri et al.,
2019).

8 Discussion

There are several implications that can be drawn
from our findings. First, from our experiments
in Section 6.2, we observed that speech condi-
tions did not lead to large differences on noun
retention between (1) individuals with and with-
out self-reported disabilities, and (2) across age
groups. In addition, speech conditions had little
effect on noun retention even as noun length in-
creased across all participants as highlighted in
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Section 7.1.2. This suggests that system designers
may have some flexibility when presenting nouns
to users, as long as the nouns (i.e., names, streets,
places) are not long. However, additional care may
be taken into consideration when some nouns are
more important to remember than others, and this
is left as a direction for future research

Next, with respect to number retention, in Sec-
tion 6.1 we observed that having a slower overall
speech rate was helpful for number recall, while in-
serting pauses before numbers had negative effects.
Furthermore, results in Section 7.1.1 showed that a
slower overall speech rate also aided in number re-
tention as length of numbers (i.e., number of digits
in a number) increased. However, a follow up ques-
tion is why participants in general performed worse
in break-short and break-long conditions compared
to default-slow and default conditions with respect
to number retention. A possible explanation may
be that added pauses before every key piece of in-
formation caused participants to focus on too many
cues. This can overload the participants with infor-
mation, and cause forgetting. Further investigation
on where to place appropriate pauses is beneficial.
Overall, these findings suggest that system develop-
ers should take into account speech prosody when
communicating numbers, regardless of whether the
user has a disability.

Interestingly, our study showed little difference
in noun and number recall between participants
with and without self-reported disabilities in gen-
eral. A possible explanation is that participants
did our study online, and therefore had their en-
vironment and computing device set up for good
listening. For example, people with hearing loss
may have turned up the volume on their speakers,
worn headphones, or enabled a Bluetooth connec-
tion to hearing aids. Hence, future research should
explore use in less optimal conditions (e.g., using
a phone from a city street).

Based on our work, we have several recom-
mended directions for future research. One point
to consider is limiting prosodic cues based on infor-
mation priority. For instance, rather than inserting
pauses before every noun and number, only insert-
ing pauses before long numbers and uncommon
nouns may lead to a positive effect on recall. Fur-
thermore, we acknowledge that our study is limited
to noun and number recall, and that our analysis

considered these parameters to be independent of
each other. In realistic settings, other important
pieces of information may also be present in navi-
gation directions. For instance, instructing the user
to “turn right on Frew St and go up the ramp to
the bus station" adds additional load to remember
specific remember actions they must take. Also,
some pieces of information are more important for
the user to understand and recall than others. For
example, a user may prioritize recalling bus arrival
times over the name of their destination stop street.

Finally, finding effective prosodic features for
information retention could be explored as a prob-
lem of personalization (e.g., blind user preferences
for screenreaders). For example, allowing users to
select voice styles alongside information presenta-
tion styles can allow for easier usage for individu-
als with different disabilities. Finding successful
ways to achieve this goal also requires further in-
vestigation on how people with disabilities interact
with spoken dialogue systems.

9 Conclusion

In this study, we recruited people with and with-
out disabilities and evaluated their information re-
tention in different speech conditions. We found
that having an overall slow speech rate was use-
ful for number retention across all participants
(with and without self-reported disabilities), but
was less effective in improving noun retention. We
also showed that inserting breaks before nouns and
numbers did not improve in information retention.
Thus, finding appropriate prosodic cues for differ-
ent pieces of spoken information is an interesting
direction to explore.

Ethics and Limitations

Our study was approved by our Institutional Re-
view Board. Each participant received $7.50 USD
for participating in the study, and took on average
19 minutes (SD = 12) to complete the study. While
investigating information retention from dialogue
systems across different languages and cultures is
important, we note our recruitment was limited
to participants from the US and participants were
mostly native English speakers.
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Appendix

1. What is your age?

2. What is your native language?

3. What other languages do you speak?

4. What is your gender?

5. Are there other aspects of your identity that are important to you (racial, ethnic, or otherwise)?

6. How often do you use a computer? Answer on a scale from 1 to 7.

1 = Never. 7 = Often (daily).

7. How often do you use a smart voice assistant (Siri, Alexa, etc)? Answer on a scale from 1 to 7.

1 = Never. 7 = Often (daily).

8. Do you have a disability that you would like to disclose? (Select as many as you like.)

(a) I have a mobility device/disability
(b) I have a dexterity disability
(c) I have a vision impairment
(d) I have a hearing impairment
(e) I have a communication impairment
(f) I have a cognitive impairment
(g) I have a mental issue
(h) Other (please describe)
(i) I prefer not to disclose
(j) None

Table 6: Post-Study Questionnaire
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Clip Noun 1 Noun 2 Number
1

Number
2

Number
3

Next, you should Walk for about 14 mins to Fifth avenue + Beech-
wood.

Fifth avenue Beechwood 14 Fifth -

Next, you should Take the 53L to Fourth avenue at Wood Street It
will depart at 9:51pm.

Fourth avenue Wood Street 53 9:51 -

Next, you should Walk for about 4 mins to 4200 Fifth avenue. Fifth avenue - 4 4200 Fifth
Next, you should Walk for about 4 mins to Baum Blvd + Liberty
avenue.

Baum Blvd Liberty avenue 4 - -

Next, you should Walk to 8th Street + 6th StreetNS at 9:37pm. 8th Street 6th StreetNS 9:37 8th 6th
The final step is to Take the 51 to Brownsville Rd. It will depart
at 9:58pm.

Brownsville Rd - 51 9:58
PM

-

The final step is to Walk for 15 mins to UPMC Presby. UPMC Presby - 15 mins - -
The final step is to Take the bus to Liberty avenue + 7th Street. Liberty avenue 7th Street 7th - -
The first thing that you want to do is to Walk for about 18 mins to
South Busway + Pioneer avenue Ramp far side.

South Busway Pioneer avenue Ramp
far side

18 mins - -

Next, you should Turn left onto Panther Hollow Road Panther Hollow Road - - - -
The final step is to Take the bus to Fifth avenue + University Place
It will depart at 6:51pm.

Fifth avenue University Place Fifth 6:51
PM

-

Next, you should Walk for about 25 mins to 400 Presto-Sygan Rd Presto-Sygan Rd - 25 mins 400 -
The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 88 to 7th Street+
Penn avenue. It will depart at 9:19pm.

7th Street Penn avenue 88 7th 9:19
PM

The final step is to Take the 89 to Frick Park Frick Park - 89 - -
The first thing that you want to do is to Walk for about 5 mins to
Wood Street+ Third avenue far side.

Wood Street Third avenue far side 5 mins - -

The first thing that you want to do is to Walk to Island avenue +
Chartiers near side .

Island avenue Chartiers near side - - -

Next, you should Take the 21 to Stanwix Street. It will depart at
9:16pm.

Stanwix Street - 21 9:16
PM

-

The final step is to Turn right on Forest avenue Forest avenue - - - -
The first thing that you want to do is to Walk for about 4 mins to
46 18th Street.

18th Street - 4 mins 46 18th

Next, you should Take the 88 to Liberty avenue + 17th Street. It
will depart at 7:01pm.

Liberty avenue 17th Street 88 17th 7:01
PM

The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 71D to Hamilton
avenue + Lang. It will depart at 9:45pm.

Hamilton avenue Lang 71D 9:45
PM

-

The first thing that you want to Walk for 16 mins on Frew Street. Frew Street - 16 mins - -
The final step is to Walk for about 5 mins to 7101 Frankstown
avenue.

Frankstown avenue - 5 mins 7101 -

The final step is to Walk for about 1 min to 2900 7th Street. 7th Street - 1 min 2900 7th
The final step is to Take the 70D to Stanwix Street. Stanwix Street - 70D - -
Next, you should Walk to Sarah Street+ East Carson Street. Sarah Street East Carson Street - - -
The final step is to Take the 31 to Washington avenue + James
Streetfar side . It will depart at 10:26pm.

Washington avenue James Streetfar side 31 10:26
PM

-

The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 71B for about 15
mins to 395 Jacks Run Road.

Jacks Run Road - 71B 15 mins 395

Next, you should Take the bus to Freeport Rd + Butler. Freeport Rd Butler - - -
The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 13 to Forest
avenue.

Forest avenue - 13 - -

Next, you should Walk for 10 mins McKnight Rd. McKnight Rd - 10 mins - -
The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 56 to Brownsville Brownsville - 56 - -
The final step is to Walk for about 2 mins to Liberty avenue +
Fifth avenue.

Liberty avenue Fifth avenue 2 mins Fifth -

The first thing that you want to do is to Walk to 5th Street + 17th
Street at 10:45pm.

5th Street 17th Street 5th 17th 10:45
PM

The final step is to Take bus 61 for about 2 mins to 5235 Clairton
Boulevard.

Clairton Boulevard - 61 2 mins 5235

The first thing that you want to do is to Take the 28X to Forbes
avenue. It will depart at 9:27pm.

Forbes avenue - 28X 9:27
PM

-

The first thing that you want to do is to Walk for 16 mins to 300
Monongahela avenue.

Monongahela avenue - 16 mins 300 -

Next, you should Take the 34 to Shadyside Village Shadyside Village - 34 - -
Next, you should Take the bus to Cambronne Street+ Winhurst. It
will depart at 9:58pm.

Cambronne Street Winhurst 9:58
PM

- -

The final step is to Walk to 51th Street + 19th Street at 9:45pm. 51th Street 19th Street 9:45
PM

51th 19th

Next, you should Take the 88 to Halket Street Halket Street - 88 - -
The final step is to Walk for about 2 mins to Penn avenue + Village
of Eastside Shpg Ctr

Penn avenue Village of Eastside Shpg
Ctr

2 mins - -

The final step is to Walk to Liberty avenue at Wood Street. Liberty avenue Wood Street - - -
Next, you should Take bus 19 for about 9 mins to 7034 Blackhawk
Street.

Blackhawk Street - 19 9 mins 7034

The first thing that you want to do is Take the bus to Giant Eagle
Drive + Iggle Video.

Giant Eagle Drive Iggle Video - - -

The final step is to Take the 75 to 5th avenue / Halket Street It will
depart at 10:09pm.

5th avenue Halket Street 75 5th 10:09
PM

The first thing that you want to do is to Take the bus to Sandusky
Street+ General Robinson Street. It will depart at 9:41pm.

Sandusky Street General Robinson Street 9:41
PM

- -

The first thing that you want to do is to Walk to Main Street Main Street - - - -

Table 7: Instructions
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Figure 4: Task interface
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(a) Noun recall accuracy of age groups across conditions.

(b) Number recall accuracy of age groups across conditions.

Figure 5: Noun and number recall accuracy of participants across conditions with respect to different age groups.
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